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Announcing
The WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, espe-
cially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (Jan 2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)

Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)

Coaching Archery (2008)

LARRY WISE
ON

COACHING ARCHERY
Coming in January 2014



AFm is beginning on Year 18 . . .
Wow! Where did the time go? I
started this job back in Volume 3,
No. 4 (back when I was shooting). I
didn’t know the software. I didn’t
know editing. I didn’t know the
authors. I didn’t know the printers.
And I was still working full time.
My how time flies when you are
having fun.

Let me ask you a question. If
you were at a major competition and
two of the world’s greatest coaches,
in your style, bump into one anoth-
er right next to you and start talking
shop, would you listen in?

That is what we are trying to
pull off right here, right now. You
may have noticed that more often
than not many of the articles in
AFm are about coaching. Because of
our mission to educate archers and
coaches, when you subscribe you
also get access to all of our back
issues. Consequently, if you want to
know about bow setup, you will find
a handful of articles in the Back
Issues. If you want to know about
tuning, same thing. If you want to
know how to shoot with a clicker,
same thing. In fact, you would be
hard pressed to come up with a topic
involving archery form, archery exe-
cution, or archery equipment that
isn’t addressed in our archives.

So, now we are trying mightily
to affect coaches, coaches who will
give better advice to up and coming
archers, which will advance perfor-
mances and enhance competitions.

Outside of This Magazine, you
would be hard pressed to find any
information on how to coach
archery. So, that is what we are try-
ing to do. (Toot, toot; that’s me
blowing our own horn.)

But for those of you who are
not coaches, what about you? Well,
for one thing you get to eavesdrop
on that coaching conversation I
mentioned before.There is plenty to
learn about shooting, which has an
inside-out perspective, from coaches
who have an outside-in perspective.
And, this is important now, if there
is anything about something in
archery that will make you a better
coach or a better archer that you
want an article on, send me an email
at steve@archeryfocus.com and I will
try my best to find the best person
to write about that topic.

Whoa, talk about customer
service!

We also have a contribution
from a fairly successful young archer
who wants to share what she has
learned so far. Check out “A Newish
Archer’s Guide to Better Archery
Form” by 13-year old Theresa
Kowalski. Plus we have contribu-
tions from your favorites, including
an especially helpful article by Larry
Wise on “stillness.” Stillness is an
essential part of being a good archer
but have you ever read anything
about it before? I hadn’t.

A real treat is that we have a
contribution from Don Rabska.

Don is one of the busiest people in
our sport and because we are often
in the position of asking these most
busy people to write for you, we just
have to wait and be very gratified
when something does show up.
Check out Don’s primer on recurve
bow tiller.

Van Webster expands upon my
editorial from the last issue by delv-
ing deeper into the ATA’s ground-
breaking study of participation in
archery in the U.S.

Tom Dorigatti continues his
trek through mid-twentieth century
archery while I chime in with an
example and a request for “coaching
case studies” which I think would
add a great deal to the training of
better archery coaches.

Plus the AER folks provide a
primer on introducing stringwalk-
ing. In their scheme of things new
archers learn as much as they can
barebow before investing in archery
equipment, or “more equipment”
certainly in more than a starter bow
and arrows.The argument goes that
American garages are full of expen-
sive sporting equipment purchased
for kids but were abandoned when
kids lost interest. Kids ahould earn
their archery accessories by partici-
pating and practicing, which means
they need to be able to shoot well
with very basic equipment and
stringwalking can help with that.

Wow!

editorial
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A Coaching Case Study
by Steve Ruis
Many use case studies to teach effectively (most notably law schools).
The author thinks they would be good for teaching archery coaches
and judges, too, as is done in Canada.
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Archery: A Numbers Game
by Van Webster
If you were intrigued by the numbers in last issue’s editorial, Van
Webster takes a deeper cut through the ATA’s “Archery Participation
Among Adult United States Residents in 2012” study. (Whew!)

page 6
The Birth of a “Clicker Slave”
by Tom Dorigatti
This was subtitled “My First Indoor Season” as the Author describes
what shooting indoors was like in the wild and wooly 60’s and
70’s. Remember “stick-on” clickers? They still make them!

page 21
How to Adjust Tiller for Maximum
Recurve Bow Performance
by Don Rabska
A treat for Olympic Recurve student-archers in that Don Rabska clarifies
what you need to know about tiller and, more importantly, how to
tune your bow’s tiller to your shooting.

page 26
The Dynamics of Stillness
by Larry Wise
Master Coach Larry Wise suggests that if you want to be still, you’d
best be fit for the task.
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To’s” this one on how to introduce stringwalking to your student-
archers.
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Larry Wise on Coaching Archery:
A Book Review
Larry Wise’s new coaching book is coming out in mid-January and
we have a review to help you decide whether it is for you!
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A Newish Archer’s Guide to
Better Archery Form
by Theresa Kowalski
Thirteen year old Theresa Kowalski shares what she has learned
about getting better!
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Learning Stringwalking
by AER Staff
Stringwalking is an aiming technigue barebow archers use to shoot
almost as well as archers who use sights. If you prefer to shoot bare-
bow, there is no reason you can’t shoot very, very well. Learn how
here.
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Contributors

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery
since he was 10 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
arrows in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous
United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores,
and Guam. He has won numerous local and
state tournament titles and has placed as high
as second overall in three different sections of the
NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot in the Unlimited
Division, but has recently been learning to
shoot a recurve bow FITA style.
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Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now con-
centrates on coaching archery, writing, and vol-
unteer work. Most recently Larry was one of
four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The teamwon 13medals including seven
golds. As well as giving private coaching ses-
sions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting form
for using back tension and gives the participants
a written individual plan for practice and form
inprovement.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Van Webster is a USA Archery NTS Level 4
Coach, and a Level 3 Coach Leader and Direc-
tor of Instruction at Pasadena Roving Archers.
Van also served as Vice-president of PRA for
eight years. He coordinates the activities of
more than 35 certified Instructors and Coaches
at PRA who run an archery instruction and
coaching program that serves over 10,000
archers a year. Van has written articles for
Archery Focus magazine when it was a print
publication and is now pleased to contribute to
the online version of the publication. In addi-
tion to archery work, Van is president of Web-
ster Communications, a creative services com-
pany and is co-director of the Wandering
Around Outdoors Landscape Art Photographic
workshops. Van is based in Los Angeles.

Don Rabska is an internationally renowned
archery coach and a technical advisor for East-
on Archery. He is the Chairman of the FITA
Technical Committee and Executive Director
of the Easton Sports Development Foundation.
He is currently heading up a new Olympic
Archery in Schools Program through the ESDF
and developing B.E.S.T method teaching
materials for that program including beginner
and advanced DVDs and teaching guides.

William Esborn is Pastor of Messiah Luther-
an Church in Mifflintown, PA and has been
coaching archery and working with and on
Larry Wise for over 20 years.

Theresa Kowolski is 13 years old and has been
an archer since late January of 2012. Through-
out her archery experience, she has had weekly
lessons with her archery instructor, Robbie
Stouffer. When she first started, she had no bow
and no arrows. As a birthday gift, her parents
drove her out to Wolf Hollow Archery in Chill-
icothe, Illinois where Robbie started her as a
beginner. She says that she first started as most
do: not very good. Though, after almost two
years of training, she gradually got better and
better.
After a month or so of lessons, a friend of her

father gave her his old Genesis bow and a few
purple aluminum arrows. Then, a friend of her
brother gave her a few carbon fiber arrows and
an old telescope case that she uses as a quiver.
Having all the needed equipment, she was on
her way.

After many more weeks of training, she
advanced into the intermediate class and then
into the advanced archery class. She enjoys
shooting whenever she can and plans to never
give up whether she shoots once a day or only
once a year. Both the hobby and her instructor
have taught her discipline, patience, and many
other good qualities that she felt she was not get-
ting from other experiences. Saturday, the day
archery classes are held, is her favorite day of the
week.
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In my previous article I described my first real
experiences with target archery and also spoke about
several new archery friends I had made since my
arrival in Casper, Wyoming in the late summer of
1969. In this article, I’ll detail the beginnings of my
first “real” Indoor Target Season and my experiences
with the infamous, “clicker” draw check. Read on, the
tales are true, and I remember them as vividly today
as I did way back in 1969.

Getting Set Up for Indoor Shooting
Over the course of the next few weeks, Art and I
decided to cut down six of those 2016 24SRT-X
arrows to a length where I could keep the target tip
just inside the front of the bow. He told me what to
order from Anderson Archery out of Michigan with
regard to target points and also a
thing called a “clicker” so I could put
one onto my bow and learn how to
use it as a “proper draw check.”

I was told that this alone would
improvemy field scores immensely once I learned how to
use it and got it set it just right. I was to learn how to

“tune” a recurved bow
more closely. Once the
target points and clicker
arrived, we put in those
target points and Art
helped me with the initial
set-up of the clicker. He
was able to get me into
the indoor range a week
or so early and showed
me the ropes on how to
shoot and score the
indoorNFAA target face.

Be advised, newbies, that back then, there was no
such thing as a 5-spot target face for indoors. There
was no such thing as an “X-ring” either. The size of
the bullseye has not changed since I started (other
than going from a 16˝ face to a metric target face, that
is), but the appearance of that target face has changed
several times; mostly the coloring of the “blue back-
ground”. At first, you had this white circle with noth-
ing in it, a “plain Jane” bullseye.The background color
of the target face as I first recall shooting it was black;
but within a month or less, that black background
indoor target face was replaced with a (ugly, in my
opinion) turquoise color, which was a lot brighter, but
offered less contrast than the dark blue we have today.
The next iteration of the same single spot face was a
paler blue, but there was still no “X-ring” within the

bull’s eye. To score the higher value, you had to cut
completely through the line and into the next higher
scoring area. In addition, there was no time limit for
shooting your five arrows; but that time limit thing
was just around the corner! Bottom targets shot first
and top targets last, just like today. It seems, however
that back then, most of the bales were higher toward
the ceiling than they are these days. I remember
learning that I had to use two sight settings during
the indoor round; one for when I shot the top target
and the other for shooting the bottom target. It was
what you today would call a “cut,” since I had to take
yardage off in order to shoot the top targets back
then. We still continued to shoot the black back-
ground target face for the “Chicago Rounds” we shot

by Tom Dorigatti

The Birth of a
“Clicker Slave”

An “Autobowography” of
the Past 55 Years

My First Indoor Season
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for something different to do. We also shot a green
target face for the “Indoor Freeman Round” which
was also a fun round to shoot. I’ll speak about those
two target faces and rounds in another article, howev-
er. Oh, but the games people played back then that we
don’t do now.

Also, some clarification concerning our equip-
ment setups back then is necessary, especially for
those of you who weren’t into archery in the late
1960’s and early 1970’s. “Freestyle” shooters back then
were all shooting their recurved bows with peep sites.
In addition, we all had apertures of some type or other
that had a bubble incorporated into or onto them (see
photos below). Some even shot with prisms mounted
to help them to get to longer distances on their bow
sights. Scopes started coming onto the scene a few
years later after release aids and compound bows had
been legalized for NFAA competition. In the early
days of releases and compounds, they were not
accepted for any NAA/FITA competitions and also
weren’t accepted for competition in several states
either. It was very unlike the current Olympic
Recurve Division and equipment restric-
tions that the NAA and NFAA now have.
At the time, Olympic Recurve archery was
mostly done in the National Archery
Association (NAA) and FITA venues. It is
very important to note that today, if you
want to shoot your recurved bow with fin-
gers, a peep sight and bubble, and yes, even
a scope, you can do so in NFAA events, but
you would have to compete in the Freestyle
Limited Division (FSL) against those
shooting compound bows with fingers on
the string, scopes, etc. I haven’t seen anyone
brave enough to try this, but it is allowed.

The first weekend the club had their
monthly club shoot, Pert and Corky came
up to shoot. Pert was watching me shoot
and commented on the improvement that
the “Clicker” had made in my shooting,
along with the shooting tab (Kant-Pinch
tab). He said he was still troubled as the
dickens as to how on earth a 2016 arrow,
especially cut down in length as it now was,
could fly so well out of a 35 pound bow. At
the end of the evening, he asked if he could
take my bow home with him so he could
“check it out.” He never mentioned at the
time exactly what he was going to check
out, but I was sure going to find out soon!

What about that Bear Polar Target Bow?
(The Rest of the Story)
Remember that Pershing and the others were trying
to figure out how a 2016 24SRT-X aluminum shaft
could fly so well out of a 35#@28˝ target bow and also
out of a 50#@28˝ hunting bow? Pershing had asked to
take my bow home with him because he wanted to
check something out about the bow. What I found
out the next night when he brought my bow back
with him to the indoor range that he had tested the
actual poundage of the Bear Polar target bow through
the use of a scale. He said he took no fewer than 20
sample weight checks at 28˝ of draw on the bow, and
the Bear Polar, at my draw length of 28˝ weighed in
at 50#! No wonder the wooden target arrows that
were matched for a 35# bow wouldn’t fly correctly and
the 2016’s flew exceptionally well. So, there I sat with
a next to new target bow that was mis-marked by 15
pounds of draw weight. I shot the bow for a practice
round because I only had the Kodiak Magnum as a
second bow and it, too, was 50#, or at least marked at

Continued on Next Page
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that weight, and of course the Kodiak didn’t have any
sights or anything on it. We later checked the Kodiak
Magnum and it indeed measured 50#@28˝ as marked.

The Replacement Bow
and My Wife, Sherry Begins to Shoot
I called Bear Archery the next morning and they gave
me a return authorization number and said that they
would make it right, but that it would take them some
time; maybe as long as a month or more. So, during
the interim, I needed a bow to shoot. Robert Parker
was a Wing Archery dealer and also sold Easton
arrows, too. So, Bob worked me up a deal to order a
left-handed Wing Presentation 1 bow and a dozen
Easton X-7 aluminum arrows in size 1816 and a new
Reynolds bow sight for the bow as well. Sherry had
expressed a strong interest in shooting, so we also
ordered her a Swift Wing bow and asked for a 28#.
My Wing Presentation 1 was ordered for 35#@28˝.
Robert had both bows in Casper within 10 days and
so began my wife Sherry’s archery career. Of course,
the first thing Pert did was to make sure that the
Presentation 1 and the Swift Wing both measured out
at what was written on the handle of each bow; which
both of them did. We started shooting the Wing
bows, and it was sure a lot easier for me to shoot that
70˝ Presentation 1 at a reasonable draw weight than it

ever was for the improperly marked Bear Polar.
For the record, I don’t have any photos of my

Wing Presentation 1 or my Bear Polar or Temujin.
However, I do happen to still have Sherry’s Swift
Wing bow. She won countless tournaments with this
bow, shooting aluminum arrows and a Kant-Pinch
shooting tab and aluminum X-7 arrows. Specs on this
bow are: 27#@28˝ AMO; bow length: 66˝; Brace
height: 10 7⁄8˝ (Yes, you are reading this correctly, and
it happens to be the same brace height at which I shot
my Wing P-1, too); a home-made 10-strand Dacron
B-50 bow string with monofilament center serving
and nylon end servings; Reynolds bow sight with wire
aperture and bottom bubble with up-pin (see photos
opposite page). Initially, the bow came with a horizon-
tal feather rest which I replaced several times with
home-made horizontal feather rests. We then both
converted over to the Hoyt Flex Rests since they held
the arrow better and were more durable. The “Berger
Button” had yet to be invented, although this bow as
pictured now has a bushing installed on it for a
“Berger Button” or any arrow rest you may want to
install. The bow did not come that way, however. It
also has a single 5⁄16x 24 threaded insert for the instal-
lation of a stabilizer. Sherry used a 30˝ tapered alu-
minum stabilizer with a 3⁄4˝ “ball” as a tip weight.

Continued on Page 10

Want More on Compound Archery?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?

If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
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Here’s our Swift Wing with
a Reynolds sight attached
(note the aperture with bub-
ble level) and a Hoyt Flex
Rest.

Here are rear and front closeups of a Wing Presentation 2 bow (which had removeable limbs).
I couldn’t fnd a photo of a Presentation 1 (which did not). Photos courtesy of Roger Wheaton.
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If I recall, Bear Archery replaced my Bear Polar
with a brand new Bear Temujin, which was a more
expensive bow than the Polar. However, by the time I
received the Temujin, I found that I really liked the
Presentation 1. Thus, I made the Temujin a backup
bow that really didn’t get shot much and the
Presentation 1 became my primary bow. I also recall
that the Presentation 1 wasn’t at the time all that
expensive, but I don’t recall the exact price of the bow,
since Robert gave me a pretty good discount for it and
also for the Swift Wing. I do know that I wanted the
Presentation II, but that the price was out of our reach.
(Please note that the photos above are of a Wing
Presentation II (photo courtesy of Roger S.Wheaton).
The Presentation II was pretty much the same as the
Presentation I with the exception that the Presentation
II was a take-down bow, while the Presentation I was
a one piece bow.

I do specifically remember the price of the X-7
aluminum arrows I got from Bob Parker, however. He
told me that at the time, the X-7’s were a “fair-trad-
ed” item and that he had to sell them at that price, no
matter what. The price, in 1969, for a dozen X-7’s
with 7% chisel points was $26.85 per dozen plus the
shipping! Sherry also got a set of X-7’s since they
weren’t all that much more expensive than the silver
XX75. Both the 24SRT-X and the XX75 arrows back
then had no anodizing on them, so while shooting,
your hands would get blackened from pulling the
shafts out of the bales, which was quite messy on
clothing! The X-7’s on the other hand were coated
and you didn’t get your hands all blackened from the
oxidation of the aluminum. Bob Parker fletched up
both sets of arrows, and both Sherry and I were ready
to rumble. For whatever reason, both those bows
came with a distinctive arrow rest, which was a hori-
zontal feather rest. The Berger Button hadn’t been
invented (if it had, we sure didn’t know about them),
so there weren’t any arrow rest mounting holes drilled
in the side of the riser (excepting for the Hoyt bows,
that is). Thus, the arrow rest consisted of a leather
plate, a “pressure point” made out of a piece of plastic,
and the feather rest glued to the leather plate that
stuck onto the side of the site window with double
stick adhesive that was removable. Of course, at the
time I knew nothing about arrow rest placement or
tuning, so Bob, Pershing, and Corky Story helped
both of us through this, which with the correct sized
arrows didn’t take very long at all.

Something worth mentioning here is something
unheard of today.When you purchased a dozen X-7’s

back then, there was a guarantee with those shafts
against them breaking or splitting under normal use.
If any arrow shaft broke or split (other than from
impact hits or shooting off the bale into rocks, trees,
etc) in the shaft, all you had to do was to send the
shaft back to Easton, and they would replace it for
free. I recall that I did have several X-7’s that did
develop cracks in them and I
sent them back for replace-
ment. This guarantee only
lasted for a couple of years,
then it was abandoned.

Enter “The Clicker”
The next step for me was
most interesting, since I had
been previously told that a
draw check (clicker) was a
good idea to place on my
bow; especially for outdoor
shooting. I did have the
clicker installed, but we soon
found out that it wasn’t real-
ly very close to being set
where it needed to be.
Sherry on the other hand
was maintaining things pret-
ty well already and opted out
of becoming a “clicker slave.” Her attitude, which is
straight forward and simple, was this, “Pull back the
bow, anchor solid, put the sight pin on the bullseye,
let it float, and let fly.” She was darned good at this in
a hurry, pregnant and all! Her scores were quickly
advancing into the mid to high 270’s on the NFAA
indoor single spot target face!

Right at first I started out shooting with the
clicker pretty well even though it wasn’t set right; it
was better than what I had been doing before. I had
the Reynolds sight on the bow with no sight exten-
sion, and a circular aperture with a fluorescent “up
pin” in the center and a bubble on the bottom (see
photo below). Of course, the clicker was a “stick on”
item that was placed on the inside of the sight win-
dow and you adjusted it by pulling it off the riser,
moving it slightly forward or back and sticking it back
down again. Adjusting how loud it sounded was
accomplished by bending the spring steel unit itself.
We didn’t want it so stiff that it deflected the arrow,
but we also didn’t want it so light that we couldn’t
hear (and eventually learn to feel) the clicker go off.

I quickly found out that with the chisel points of

They still make “stick on”
clickers! This one is made by

Cartel.
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the day, the steel of the clicker didn’t mesh well with
the rough edges of the chisel point. As you would
draw back the arrow to get it to allow the clicker to
click, you could hear and actually feel a chatter of the
arrow point against the clicker. This made for a very
jumpy situation while you were trying to get off a
smooth shot and get yourself coordinated to make a
clean release at the time the clicker sounded. That
chatter was driving me nuts! So, I figured out a quick
means to stop it; I wrapped a single layer of masking
tape on the inside edge of the clicker arm so that it was
smooth. I no longer heard the chatter of the clicker
arm against the chisel point. Of course, the other
problem was then, just as it is today, the one of draw
length and getting the clicker set so that you were in
correct alignment and when the clicker sounded, it
became seemingly automatic and a smooth process, or
at least most of the time anyways. Getting that down
took not only practice and patience, but it also took
concentration and a repetitive process.

The Perils of Adjusting the Clicker
This is a true story, and I recommend that you don’t
try this in your house; but then I know that many of
you readers have done this or something similar
and/or even worse. I was getting so very close to hav-
ing the clicker set to the right length by making small
adjustments on my own; but it just wasn’t quite right.
They had explained to me how the thing should be
set up and that it was better to be a teeny bit “short”
than too long, especially when you had to shoot a lot
of arrows for a round or tournament.

My scores were going up quickly and I was shoot-
ing some 300 round scores into the 280’s already. I asked
Sherry to help me set the clicker just a tad better. I had
the composure (or so I thought) that I could tell myself
not to loose the arrow when I heard the click; at least
most all the time.

We had a long hallway in the house and at the
end of the hall was a door, with a door knob that
made for a really good thing to aim at while Sherry
set the clicker by standing off to the side of the bow
and out of the way. Good thing! Well, things were
going along really well. I was drawing back the bow
and letting it down even when I heard the click. I was
at least getting pretty consistent and the clicker and it
just needed a “nudge” to get it right. I then asked the
wife to make that adjustment. When I was at full
draw, she made the adjustment and I hear “click.” Yes,
you know exactly what happened; I shot the arrow! I
made a heckuva shot, too. I nailed the door knob dead

center and put a nice hole in it, turning the small hole
that was already there (for the key pass) into a larger
hole. It didn’t even ruin my arrow either! Of course, I
was right back in the dog house, and the wife just had
to bring up the “Teddy Bear Incident,” too! Did I
learn anything? Yep, when the clicker clicks, I shoot!
I also learned that I had that clicker set just right and
it was going off when my alignment was nearly per-
fect! I did not learn anything about shooting my bow
in the house; that is for sure. (Do dedicated archers
ever learn about not shooting in the house?) There
will be more tales concerning my shooting in the
house, garage, and basement.

After the Door Knob Incident, piddling and
practice fun was over. It was now time for our indoor
leagues to start up, and also the tournament season
was fast approaching. I had a lot of work to do to get
my groups and my scores up as much as possible in as
short of time frame as possible. I was about to learn
something about the games people played while
shooting indoors. Sounds like a great subject for an
upcoming article, doesn’t it? Stay tuned.

www.nfaa-archery.org
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Announcing
The WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

For archers there are all kinds of “how to” books avail-
able in print and on the Internet, but for coaches
there is hardly anything. Even the coach training
courses focus on what to teach instead of how to teach
it. So where should coaches go for ideas as to how to
introduce various pieces of archery equipment or new
elements of form and execution, especially when
those are outside of their core expertise? There really
wasn’t anything available, so I wrote this book. Steve
Ruis

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

Archery Coaching
How To’s

For Begining-to-Intermediate Coaches and Coaches
Working Outside their Own Specialty

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (Jan 2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)

Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)

Coaching Archery (2008)

http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
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Target archery is certainly a game of numbers.
Arrows are shot, scores are kept, and winners are
declared based on the resulting scores. But what of
the larger numbers picture? Who is shooting archery
and why? Who is the audience for an archery club or
instruction program? And, by extension, who are the
potential customers for archery equipment at
archery shops and on-line retailers?

These are important questions because the
answers can influence the direction that an organi-
zation may choose to pursue to attract and hold
archers.

The Archery Trade Association (ATA) tasked a
poling company, Responsive Management, to find
some answers.The results of their survey of “Archery
Participation Among Adult United States Residents
in 2012” are available as a PDF download from the
ATA web site and are very revealing. According to
the report, 8% of the U.S. population identifies
themselves as archers, albeit with 57% of archers
participating in the sport only 1 to 5 days per year.
Only 13% of the 8% participate in archery more
than 30 days in a year. That translates into a little
over 3 million archers in the U.S. who make archery
a regular part of their lives.

The Myth of Hunting
I, along with many others, bought into the claim that
the dominant demographic in archery was hunters.
This is not necessarily so according to the survey
which stated that 55% of all archers identified them-
selves at “Target Archery Only Participants.” Archers
who were both target archers and bowhunters made
up an additional 35% of the total archery participants.
Only 10% of the archers surveyed indicated that

bowhunting was their sole archery activity. Put anoth-
er way, 55% of all archers are target archers only and
45% of archers are bowhunters at least some of the
time.

Equipment, Gender, and Other Info
Another important question is: what kinds of gear
do archers shoot? According to the survey, 75% of
archery participants shoot compound bows. No dis-
tinction was made in the survey between target and
hunting style compound bows. Second in popularity
are crossbows with 29% market penetration.
Crossbows are the fastest growing segment of the
archery equipment sales business. This growth in
sales is attributed to newer and more inclusive state
fish and game regulations on the use of crossbows
for hunting.

And 14% of respondents shot recurve bows.
Again, no distinction was made between target, tra-
ditional, and hunting style recurve bows. No distinc-
tion was asked about the use of longbows in the
survey.

by Van Webster

Continued on the Next Page
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Many archers owned and shot more than one
type of bow (see Table above).

Of interest here is again the dominance of the
compound bow and the relatively small participation
of recurve shooters. Recurve only shooters are less
than 10% of the total number of compound shoot-
ers.

The gender distribution of U.S. archers was also
interesting.

Of archers who shot in 2012 (the survey year),
31% were female and 69% were male. These num-
bers are consistent with the participation figures we
see at Pasadena Roving Archers. There are a very
high percentage of our participants who are adult
women. At PRA, nearly half of these women shoot
longbows with the remainder primarily shooting
recurve. There are only a small number of women
who shoot compound bows at the PRA range.

In the target-archery-only category, participa-
tion by women increases to 41% of the total. More
intriguing is that among target-archery-only partic-
ipants, the mean number of days shooting is only 6.3
days per year, hardly a commitment to the sport.
Add in bowhunter/target archer participants and the
mean number of days of archery shooting jumps to
over 30days for participants. Here’s where
the myth of hunting may have some sub-
stantiation. Bowhunters are more dedicat-
ed to the sport of archery and show it by
participating in the sport for a greater
number of days. According to the survey,
target-only-archers are, on average, not
particularly dedicated to coming out to
shoot (see Table right).

The survey indicates that archers pri-
marily shoot at home or at a friend’s pri-
vate property. An overwhelming 72% of
respondents shoot at home and not at an
organized range or public park. Only 16%
of participants shot at a private club or
facility and another 15% shot on public

land but not at an organized facility. These
numbers reflect the convenience of back
yard shooting, the near zero cost of range
use, and a strong desire of archers to be
independent and not be subject to exter-
nally applied regulations. Schools, parks
and recreation centers added up to less
than 10% of archery shooting sites for
participating adults. Youths (those under

18) were not poled in this survey and I’m sure the
attendance figures for school, park and recreation
center use would be higher for children.

For club organizers and archery shop manage-
ment who want to attract archers to their facilities,
there is a strong bias in the archery public against
organized shooting that will have to be addressed in
your programs. Certainly something you do not get
in your backyard is coaching by certified instructors.
All of our PRA instructors are certified. Clubs and
shops located in urban areas will find a higher per-
centage of their market open to an organized shoot-
ing opportunity where backyard shooting becomes
impractical or illegal by city regulation.

The ATA report from Responsive Management
provides a wealth of information for the profession-
al and organizational archery community. The report
itself is academically dry and does not make for easy
reading. With some effort, shop owners and club
organizers can mine the information in the report
and combine it with their own experience in their
local market to come up with a strategy for attract-
ing an audience to their products and services. Here
are some ideas to explore:
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Women are making up a higher and higher per-
centage of the archery market, especially in the tar-
get-archery-only category. Is your facility attractive
to women? Or does it just feel like a man cave? Are
the facilities clean and de-cluttered? Is there equip-
ment available in sizes and draw weights suitable for
smaller archers? Are there female staff members to
help with customer contacts?

Women are often in charge of the children’s
activities. Is your facility kid friendly? Are there
clean rest rooms and seating available? Are there
dead animals tacked to the walls? Lots of urban par-
ents in particular are turned off by flagrant displays
of hunting. Keep the trophies in the hunting equip-
ment area and away from the range and target
equipment racks.

Is there enough beginner and intermediate level
gear in stock? Even adult beginners need very light
draw weight equipment. Too
heavy a bow will crush the
beginning archer’s shooting
form. Is there enough equip-
ment in children’s sizes? Is the
staff attuned to the needs of
children and beginning archers?

Look at your local market.
Nation wide, target archery
dominates archery participa-
tion. Are your inventory and
display areas balanced to reflect
the local market conditions? As
a hunter, a store owner may
prefer to stock and promote
hunting equipment. However,
if hunting equipment is only
what you stock, then hunting
equipment is what you will sell. Target archers may
try out your facility, find it doesn’t meet their inter-
ests and go elsewhere, go on-line or simply quit in
frustration. On-line retailers have made a profitable
business out of meeting the needs of archers who
can’t find what they want at the local pro shop.

If the dominant location for archery participa-
tion nationwide is in private backyards, what can you
do to attract archers to your facilities? Tournaments.
leagues and competitions are the usual response and
a good place to start. Tournaments, however, don’t
address the social component of archery. Lots of
shooters just like to hang out and fling a few arrows.
Look to BBQ’s, Pot Luck suppers, Pizza days and

craft fairs as additional ways to attract the public to
your facility.

Many clubs are finding that archery classes and
not tournaments are becoming a greater source of
public participation and income. Offering a well run,
regularly scheduled archery instruction program is
becoming the best way to attract new club members
(and new customers for pro shops). Tournaments
attract the same people to every event. Classes attract
new participants to the sport. But remember, archery
is a numbers game. To make classes work to grow
memberships and businesses, you will need to see a
high volume of first timers to find the “archery
addicts” that will stay with the sport.

Demonstrations, workshops and clinics from
manufacturers can be a source of special event activ-
ities. There’s a growing interest in traditional long-
bows and bow making. Hold a bow making

workshop at your facility. Look
for events that will appeal to the
general public. You will attract
archers and you will attract
potential archers who are just
looking for a new experience.

Recreational archery is the
foundation of the archery sport.
It is through participation in
archery that people lean the
game and appreciate the skills
needed to compete successfully.
In big time team and individual
sports, it is the recreational ath-
lete that develops a passion for
the sport and becomes the fan
base for the sport’s showcase
events. Recreational archery is

essential to both the business and competitive health
of the sport.

A lot of emphasis in the archery instructor train-
ing programs is placed on learning to teach the skills
needed to develop competitive archers and compet-
itive recurve archers in particular. While it is very
important to get a new archer off to a strong start,
the overwhelming number of archery students will
never compete, let alone at a top level. The survey
shows that a majority of archers are compound
archers with recurve archery coming in a distant
third in participation after crossbows. The recurve
bow is a terrific place to start for beginners as the

“Women are making up a
higher and higher per-
centage of the archery
market, especially in the
target-archery-only cate-
gory. Is there equipment
available in sizes and

draw weights suitable for
smaller archers? Are there
female staff members to

help with customer
contacts?”

Continued on the Next Page
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recurve bow is easy to fit to the
archer and can be operated
without complex appliances.
But people starting out with
recurve gear may want to move
in another direction when pur-
chasing their own equipment.
According to the ATA survey,
75% of archers shoot compound
bows. At Pasadena Roving
Archers we have also found a
strong interest among our mem-
bers and participants in shoot-
ing longbows.

Our experience at PRA also
reflects industry figures about
archery participation and competition. About 3% of
people who take an introductory (free) archery class
with us stay with the sport long enough to purchase
equipment and join the club. The vast majority of
first timers come to the range, have a fun experience
and then move on to other interests. Three percent
of that 3% have an interest in competitive target
archery and commit to training one or more days a

week. One to three percent of
the 3% of the 3% have the tal-
ent, skill, motivation and
resources needed to become a
competitive target archer at the
national level.

These percentages mean
that you will have to work your
way thorough 10-20,000 partic-
ipants to find that one competi-
tive archer. Does your program
generate the kind of traffic that
will see 10,000 archers in a year?
Not many do but it takes those
kinds of numbers to identify and
nurture true competitive talent.

And what of the other 9,999 participants? These
people are your real market. If you can build and
maintain an archery program that serves the needs
of 300 repeat archers per year, you can provide a
valuable service to your community, your organiza-
tion, your business and/or the sport of archery.

Available from Amazon.com

Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her cred-
it cards, shemanages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, con-
fidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.

Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowymoun-
tains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.

If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lor-
retta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

CCoonnffeessssiioonnss  ooff  aann  AArrcchheerryy  MMoomm

“Our experience at PRA
also reflects industry fig-
ures about archery par-
ticipation and competi-
tion. About 3% of people
who take an introductory
(free) archery class with
us stay with the sport

long enough to purchase
equipment and join the

club.”

http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
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The Canadian Archery folks use case studies
to train coaches and judges and I think we should,
too. Here’s one to consider:

A Case Study
A Senior Olympic Recurve archer approached me
for lessons. His story was that he had been a fairly
good Junior archer but life interposed and he’d had
an extended layoff and was just getting back into
the sport. To prepare he had gotten new equipment
and read many of the extensive “how to shoot”
books, but he complained that he was kind of all
over the place and could come nowhere near his old
form and scores.

In our first session, I verified that he was, indeed,
all over the place, so we talked about his old form. For
one, he used to shoot with a closed stance, but
because of the book recommendations he had adopt-
ed an open stance. He had made quite a few other
changes, also. So, I asked him whether he thought he
could reconstruct his old shot and he thought he
could, so I sent him off to do so.

Subsequently, at our last session, he’d closed his
stance and was shooting in a much better style. Fur-
ther examination, though, showed that he wasn’t
quite in line and he was turning his chin to get
through his clicker. The chin turning was a clicker
cheat needed possibly because his clicker was too far
in. The lack of line, though, indicated that his clicker
was possibly too far out.

So, what would you do?

What I Recommended
I am not absolutely sure why I reacted the way I did,
but here’s what I suggested. (And yes, I have a healthy
ego, but I do not think this was the best way to han-
dle this situation; it is merely a way.)

I suggested that he close his stance a bit more.
If you find this recommendation perplexing, let

me tell you what happened. After a short discussion
of what I meant (I prefer closed stances in which the
feet are approximately parallel or at least splayed out
to the same degree, just with a shoetip line heading to
the right of the target (for right-handed archers), a
few shots blank bale showed that his line was now
“good” (not great, but his draw elbow was in the same
vertical plane as the arrow was).

Next I asked him to start his shot with his chin
up, and as I often do when introducing a new form
element I asked him to exaggerate it (as there is a ten-
dency to revert back to old form). A dozen or shots
later, he seemed to be coming through his clicker in
good order, so I asked him to shoot at a target (we
were indoors and it was an NFAA indoor face). After
emptying his quiver, he had a nice tight group about
six inches to the left of the spot and about three inch-
es high. His comment, after appreciating his rare
good group, was that he had expected his arrows were
a bit stiff. I suggested we check his bow.

With an arrow on his bow, it was clear his aper-
ture was inboard about one-half of an inch. So, we
moved it out until it was exactly over the arrow. His
next shot went into the spot. (Yes!)

A Coaching Case
Study: What 

Would You Do?
by Steve Ruis

Continued on the Next Page
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The shot after that was a bit high, but that was to
be expected, too.

Still Puzzled?
Here is what each change accomplished.

Change to a More Closed Stance Any archer who is
struggling to get “in line” should consider closing their
stance, or closing their stance more, as it makes getting
in line easier. I know this sounds
heretical because so many others
are saying you must have an open
stance, but if you can’t get in line
(a major problem) what good is a
open stance (a minor benefit)?
My approach is to get archers
into good line and have them shoot that way until it is
normal. Then, if they want to experiment with differ-
ent stances it will be from a position where shooting in
line is “normal” and to be kept that way.

Raised Chin A raised chin is necessary for a low
or Olympic anchor. In a side or high anchor, a lower
chin is possible, but with the low anchor, the string
must fling the fingers away from their position under
the chin. If the chin is down, the jaw line is sloping
from back to front and the fingers will slide along the
jaw line, lowering the anchor position all the while.

The chin must be high enough that it is out of the
way of the swinging fingertips.

Shooting High and Left What happens when you
rotate and lower your chin while trying to clear the
clicker? Since your head is at an angle, as the chin
rotates to the right, it causes left arrows. Lowering the
chin causes high arrows. To counter these forces, the
sight aperture must be set in to the right and slightly

lower than it should be. When
you stop doing them, the arrows
are back to going high and left.
When the aperture is replaced
into the same vertical plane as
the arrow, the arrows now go
down the middle, but since no

correction was made to the elevation of the aperture,
the arrows will still group a bit high.

Take Aways
So, what can you take away from this “case study?”
What I learned was to trust my instincts more and not
to depend on book knowledge so much. If I were fol-
lowing the textbook, so to speak, I might have judged
the athlete’s initial closing of the stance to be a mistake
(we all know an open stance is “better”) and back-
tracked on that, which would have been a mistake.

“What happens when you
rotate and lower your

chin while trying to clear
the clicker?”

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:

• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and

equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
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If you are skeptical of the role a closed stance can
playing getting good alignment, consider this. In
recurve archer form, the front shoulder is more
important than the rear. “What? But all of the atten-
tion in the training programs is on the rear shoulder!”
you say. That is true and, what isn’t emphasized (and
should be) is that if the front
shoulder is out of position, there
is almost nothing that the rear
shoulder can do to fix the prob-
lem. A closed stance requires the
archer to open up their front
shoulder to get the arrow point-
ed at the target. If the upper bow
arm isn’t in line with the shoul-
ders, the rear can not, I repeat,
can not get in line with the front
shoulder and you will not have good line.

I would love to have someone more knowledge-
able than I to write an article listing all of the “click-
er cheats” there are and the consequences of those
behaviors. Until that becomes available, we will just
have to analyze each as it is observed.

Also, obviously having a still head is an asset (not
a requirement, see the gyrations of superstar archer

Michele Frangilli).
And, I hope I don’t sound like I am bragging, but

the value of a good coach seems to be underestimated
in archery. Here was a good archer, who after a
lengthy layoff wanted to get back into it and so looked
to instructional books as an aid. All he found were

recommendations for . . . what?
We all know we are each differ-
ent from one another and, at the
same time, we are very much
alike. This means that our differ-
ences are subtle. Consequently, I
think we need to do a much bet-
ter job of clarifying whom we are
talking about when we make rec-
ommendations regarding shoot-
ing form. How we teach 11-year

olds has to be different from how we teach elite
adults, so why aren’t we clarifying the difference bet-
ter? I don’t have an answer for that, but I will try to do
this better in the future.

If you have a “case study” to share with coaches or
judges, send me an email; you might get published in
Archery Focus magazine . . . and get a check.

“Any archer who is strug-
gling to get “in line”

should consider closing
their stance, or closing
their stance more, as it
makes getting in line

easier.”

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the 
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision 
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.

Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

1
2
3

www.archeryfocus.com
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All of this is 
included in here!

Now Available!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coach-
es can track progress.

The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious anno-
tations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.

The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by chang-
ing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being pro-
vided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

Available from Amazon.com Now!

A Complete Archery Curriculum for Your program!

http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
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How to Adjust 
Tiller for Maximum

Recurve Bow 
Performance

by Don Rabska

For those who are called to the sport of Olympic
Recurve archery, this article will explain what “tiller”
is, why it is important, and the benefits of having a
properly tillered bow. At this point, fair warning is
provided. If you are not passionate about improving
scores and learning some intricate details of recurve
bow tuning, you might want to read this article just
before bedtime to have a sound night’s sleep. 

For those of us who are a little crazy and contin-
ually searching for some important bow tuning
secrets, this article may just provide some of the infor-
mation you are looking for. Adjusting tiller is simply
another step in the bow tuning
process, individualized tiller set-
ting being absolutely necessary
in achieving an optimally tuned
bow. Bow tuning is much like
tuning any instrument: guitar,
piano, violin, etc. Fortunately,
recurve bows only have one
string.

Let’s start with what this
centuries old term means. Tiller
is a term used to describe the variation in physical
bow limb strength of the top and bottom limbs. The
most common way of measuring this difference is to
measure the distance from the bowstring to the limb
where it meets the riser (handle) measured at a 90
degree angle to the string.  Modern recurve bows

generally require a small offset in the distance from
each limb to the bowstring to produce a properly
tillered bow for a particular archer. Proper tiller for
most archers makes the distance between the top limb
and the bowstring slightly greater than the distance
between the bowstring and the bottom limb. This is
called “positive tiller.”

This adjusted-in variation is needed due to the
way a modern recurve bow is designed and used.
Because the center of the bow is at the pivot point of
the bow grip (deepest part of the grip), of where the
bow hand is placed, the arrow must be placed a cer-

tain distance above that point. 
This relationship creates a

certain level of bow asymmetry
when the bow is drawn back.
Since the placement of the draw
hand fingers are now above the
center of the bow riser, this posi-
tioning of the draw fingers cre-
ates a shorter distance to the top
limb and a longer distance from
the draw fingers to the bottom

limb. If the two limbs were set at a “zero” tiller, mean-
ing the distance from the riser to the bowstring was
exactly the same for both the top and bottom limb,
there would be a difference in the drawing weight in
each limb when the archer reached full draw. The far-

Continued on the Next Page

“Adjusting tiller is simply
another step in the bow
tuning process, individu-
alized tiller setting being
absolutely necessary in
achieving an optimally

tuned bow.”
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ther you draw the
bow, the heavier the
bow weight is.
Therefore, if one
limb, in this case the
top limb is drawn
farther than the bot-
tom limb, then the
top limb will bend
more and be heaver
in draw weight than
the bottom. Due to
this draw weight
imbalance in the
limbs, when the
bowstring is released
the two limbs will
not reach the end of
the power stroke at the same time. That is, one limb
will be faster than the other and produce a vertical
displacement of the nocking point on the bowstring.
That small vertical displacement will affect arrow
flight and grouping. 

For 99% of the archers shooting recurve bows, it
is necessary to make the bottom limb a little stronger
than the top limb to compensate for the dispropor-
tion in limb tension. There are other reasons as well,
which will be explored later in this article.

Interestingly, tiller adjustment is often overlooked
as part of the entire bow tuning procedure, especially
in the fine tuning process. Nocking point height,
brace height, and
cushion plunger ten-
sion are usually
focused on far more
than tiller, but all of
these tuning compo-
nents must be prop-
erly adjusted to
achieve peak bow
performance. One
might also hear that
tiller is not really
important because of
the modern materi-
als used in the con-
struction of today’s
advanced equip-
ment, or others
might say it is only

necessary to simply
adjust the tiller to
the manufacturer’s
suggested setting
and leave it at that.

In reality, tiller is
a very important part
of the recurve bow
tuning process for
several reasons. Tiller
has a dynamic com-
ponent in allowing
the archer to more
easily and comfort-
ably aim during the
drawing and aiming
sequence of the shot
cycle. Correct tiller

adjustment is accomplished by achieving a balance in
the drawing weight of both limbs where limb power is
in equal dynamic balance at the archer’s full draw posi-
tion. This is especially important as the archer draws
the arrow through the clicker zone prior to release and
followthrough. For any archer to reach a high level of
compatibility with their bow, tiller should be adjusted
to a very fine degree. Tiller not only affects how steady
the bow holds and therefore the ability to maintain a
steady sight picture on the center of the target, but tiller
also has a substantial impact on the arrow shafts
dynamic properties as the arrow comes under the force
of the bowstring upon release.

When drawing
the bow, both upper
and lower limbs
must be in balance
for the individual
archer. All archers
have some level of
variation in their
shooting form as
well as in their phys-
ical make up.
Differences in bow
hand pressure on the
bow grip and varia-
tions in finger pres-
sures on the
bowstring require
individualized tiller
adjustment and

Top Tiller

Bottom Tiller
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must be customized
to the archer. 

There are rare
cases where uncon-
ventional tiller
adjustments are
required due to bow
design, unusual bow
grip design or atypi-
cal finger placement
on the bowstring.
One top interna-
tional archer
required nearly zero
tiller for his particu-
lar shooting style. However, closer examination
revealed that the bow grip was of an unorthodox
design and highly customized to allow the archer to
apply hand pressure very low on the bow grip. This
abnormally low pressure point position had the effect
of balancing out the amount each limb bent. The grip
pressure was roughly the same distance away from the
pivot point as the draw fingers were above the pivot
point, allowing the bow limbs to be drawn virtually
the same distance at full draw and therefore no posi-

tive tiller was needed
for this archer’s
shooting style. 

For this article
however, I will con-
tinue to focus on the
99% of archers with
common bow hand
grip placement and
who place one finger
above the arrow
nock and two fingers
below.

If bow tiller is
not adjusted correct-

ly for the archer, it is common to have the bow “rock”
in the archer’s bow hand at full draw. In this case, the
sight pin will continue to move up and down on the
target as the archer tries to draw through the clicker
during the aiming process. Additionally, the bow
sight will often “jump,” when the arrow is released
and appear to raise upwards rather than staying in a
more level position toward the target center. Having
the sight move up and down during the aiming

Continued on the Next Page
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sequence not only makes it more difficult to draw
through the clicker because the sight won’t stay still,
but the archer will often become more tense and work
harder through the additional effort of trying to hold
it steady. As muscles tighten, muscle groups other
than the ones required to complete the shot process
are often activated. This situation leads to shaking,
making the archer even less steady. This extra muscle
activity (other than what is needed to execute the
shot) can and will initiate changes in force vectors in
adverse directions, turning small form errors into big
errors on the target face. When the tiller is adjusted
correctly, the limbs will be in “dynamic” balance and
the sight will remain level as the bow is drawn, rather
than having to “fight” the bow to keep the sight in the
middle. The individual archer will know the tiller is
correct when the sight “wants” to stay in the middle
of the target. When tiller is correct, it is common for
the archer to feel a much smaller point of pressure on
the bow grip. Having the bow more stable in the hand
and the feeling of a concentrated point of pressure on
the grip makes the shot easier and far more effortless.

Archers will also find that the bow sight will sta-
bilize on the center of the target much faster, reduc-
ing holding time and improving consistency in the
overall timing of the shot cycle. All of these benefits
of holding steadier, drawing easier and more relaxed
through the clicker with less shaking all give the
archer greater confidence to make the shot. 

One common misconception in bow tuning is for
some archers to use tiller adjustment as a tuning
method in attempting to eliminate “limb flutter.”
That is, after the shot the top and bottom bow tips
vibrate back and forth toward the target. Tiller will
certainly have some effect on balancing out limb flut-
ter, but the flutter is most often caused by an influ-
ence from other factors such as the main stabilizer
rod’s residual vibration cycle. Once the correct tiller is
set for a specific archer, limb flutter can be dealt with
by finding compatible stabilization. The amount of
end weight on the main stabilizer and also the length
and stiffness of the stabilizer can have a very positive
impact on reducing or virtually eliminating limb flut-
ter, as do adjustments in the stiffness and length of
rubber vibration damping devices that attach to the
end of the stabilizer. The length and stiffness of the
rubber vibration damping device and the mass weight
attached to that device can also have a substantial
influence on eliminating limb flutter once the right
combinations are found. 

The simple tiller chart below will provide a good

starting point for the vast majority of the archers.
From this initial tiller adjustment, fine adjustment
will be required for best bow tuning results. The chart
is for bows ranging in length from 66˝ to 72˝. 

It is best to approach tiller adjustment in the same
way as adjusting brace height. Start at a low setting
and make very small incremental adjustments. To
adjust tiller, use the top and/or bottom limb weight
adjustment bolts to set tiller to the starting point
noted on the chart. If a specific bow poundage is
require and the archer wishes to make no change in
the bow weight adjustment, it will be necessary to
make limb weight adjustments in equal but opposite
directions. For example, to make a small adjustment
in positive tiller from 1⁄8˝ to 3⁄16˝ – 3 mm to 4.5 mm
(bottom limb at 1⁄8˝ positive and adjusting to 3⁄16˝
positive), a 1⁄16 turn on the top limb weight adjust-
ment bolt in a counterclockwise direction to lessen
limb weight and a 1⁄16 clockwise turn in the bottom
bow weight adjustment bolt would allow a tiller
change without effecting the bow’s draw weight.

Tiller Adjustment Starting Position
(bottom limb less distant to bowstring 

than top limb).
Draw Length 23˝ to 27˝ 1⁄16˝ (1.5mm) 

28˝ to 31˝ 1⁄8˝ (3mm)

How to Adjust the Tiller
If working with a student, have them shoot several
arrows to make sure they are fully warmed up and
then stand behind them and watch their sight pin to
observe the aiming pattern on the target. You will not
be able to see the sight on the target, i.e. what they
see, but you will be able to see the end of the sight pin
thread on the opposite side of the sight. Observe that
part of the sight on the target or target bale while the
archer is shooting. If the sight pattern is mostly up
and down, increase the bottom limb poundage slight-
ly, i.e. increase the difference between the top and
bottom limb measurements to the bowstring by 1⁄32˝
(1 mm or slightly less) and have the archer shoot
again. Continue to watch the aiming pattern to see if
there was a change in the amount the sight pin moves
up and down. If the up and down movement is now
less, you know you are making adjustments in the
right direction. If it gets worse, you immediately
know you went the wrong way! Continue to make
these very small adjustments in no more than 1⁄32˝ (<1
mm) at a time. Soon the sight will move very little up
or down and if so, the movement will be a slower and
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less abrupt. If doing this
yourself, simply watch the
sight pin movement on
the target when drawing
through the clicker. Usu-
ally, it is easier to do this
indoors at shorter dis-
tance to eliminate weath-
er elements and have
more control during the
tuning process. Basically,
the sight should not move
up-and-down any more
than it does from side-to-
side. The archer should
now feel that the pressure
point of the grip is more
concentrated in a specific
location on the thumb
pad and the bow will be
much easier to aim. The
archer will also feel more
relaxed as the bow will become far more steady and
easier to shoot. As noted above, a well-tillered bow
will give the archer more confidence and usually
improve their timing (faster shot sequence) and more
consistent through the shot cycle. We refer to having
the bow produce a steady, stable sight picture as get-
ting the bow to “hold” well. 

When adjusting tiller, it may be necessary to
make minor nocking point adjustments, but this
adjustment will be very
small. Adjusting tiller will
change the static nocking
point height, but may or
may not have much
change in bare shaft vs.
fletched arrow impact
when using the “bare
shaft tuning process.” 

Remember, the limb
weight adjustments will be
very small, making
changes of about 1⁄12th
turn at a time (when
adjusting only one limb)
on the weight adjustment
bolt, or even less if adjust-
ing both limbs at the same
time when there is a con-
cern about changing draw

weight. Tiller can also
affect arrow flight and
grouping. Inconsistent and
sometimes erratic arrow
flight can be caused by
improper tiller adjustment.
Having the limbs balanced
through the power stroke
allows the arrow shaft to
load more evenly under
horizontal column loading
and not be influenced by
vertical displacement of
the nocking point due to
one limb advancing ahead
of the other at the end of
the power stroke. 

When testing tiller
settings along with bare
shaft tuning, it is interest-
ing to discover that for a
well-tuned bow but with

the tiller not quite optimal, the bare shafts do not
group well together, while the fletched shafts seem to
group adequately. If this is the case, look to an imbal-
ance in the dynamic tiller of the bow as the culprit.
Since bare shafts don’t have fletching to induce drag
and bring the arrow shaft to a zero angle of attack, the
bare shafts are easily influence by the limb imbalance
and the small vertical displacement of the nocking
point. Once tiller is adjusted and the limbs are bal-

anced, eliminating vertical
movement of the nocking
point, the bare shafts start
grouping very well and
the fletched arrows group
tighter too. The bow will
generally become more
forgiving as well, elimi-
nating many of the “mys-
tery shots” that make us
scratch our heads and
wonder why in the world
an arrow went a particular
place on a seemly good
shot. 

Smooth Shooting!

Tiller adjustments begin by loosening the limb bolt locking system . . . 

. . . and then adjusting the limb bolt before locking it down again.
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by Larry Wise

The Dynamics of
Stillness

Archery demands that you stand still. Sounds
easy doesn’t it? But let me caution you here that being
still is hard work! It’s really hard work because if you
take up the task of “being still” in order to optimize
your archery accuracy and precision you must then
also take up the task of “movement!” 

What I’m saying is that you can’t be still unless
you also move. Let me explain. Standing still is hard
work that involves the entire body: skeleton, muscles,
nerves, blood, and brains. And since it involves all of
your body you must attend to all of your body’s needs
in order to achieve your goal of
being still. In other words, you
must employ movement in your
training if you want to be still
enough to aim effectively. 

So, being still involves much
more than non-archers may first
realize. Being still requires that
you condition your body with
movement and (non-archers are
a bit confused by this at this
point) to that end I have over the
years employed numerous move-
ments to improve my physical
condition so that I could perform my archery “still-
ness” at the highest level. I have employed running,
hiking, cycling, stretch bands, free weights, isomet-
rics, calisthenics, and stretching routines. For sure,
they all helped me be more accurate and more consis-
tent when shooting my bow and arrow set. 

My “moving,” my outwardly dynamic actions,
help me stand in outward stillness so that I can be
better at my “inward” dynamics. To the casual observ-
er the archer seems to be perfectly still but that
observer only sees the outside. The accomplished
archer knows that, although he is outwardly physical-
ly still, inwardly there are lots of things going on.

Inwardly there are forces at work that enable the
archer to launch first one arrow and then consecutive
arrows into the target center.

Inwardly the greatest dynamic action that I
employ to shoot archery is the transfer of the muscle
activity responsible for holding of the bow. I must
transfer this “holding” force out of my arms that I
used to draw the bow and into my drawing-side back
muscles. This enables me to relax my holding arm and
then produce a more consistent, efficient, and effec-
tive arrow release. Training with “movement” enables

me to condition these muscles to
make that transfer and to hold
the bow more efficiently and
repeat that action with high fre-
quency.

Internally my eyes must
acquire and then focus on the
intended target. This also
requires conditioning through
movement. If my cardiovascular
system is not conditioned ade-
quately then my eye sight will
quickly fail me and the target
will be out of focus and may

appear to be where it is not.
Archery teaches you about your hands. It teaches

you that what you do all day long with your hands,
that is controlling everything you come in contact
with, is counterproductive in archery. In archery you
must refuse to control the bow and bowstring with
your hands if you are to allow the bow to shoot the
arrow and achieve a “repeat” performance shot after
shot. Unconditioned muscles do poorly at this task of
relaxing; well conditioned muscles are muscles that
you can control and, therefore, relax on command and
achieve your desired archery outcome.

How can you stand still without well conditioned

“Unconditioned muscles
do poorly at this task of
relaxing; well conditioned
muscles are muscles that

you can control and,
therefore, relax on com-
mand and achieve your

desired archery
outcome.”
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leg and abdominal muscles? Your connection to the
ground is where you get your power so you must
employ movement to condition them. Exercising your
core abdominal muscles will enable you to create a
strong link between your torso and your hips/legs
base. Training through movement builds this base
and torso-link so that you can stand still.

Balance! Do you need balance to stand still?
Absolutely you do! So how do you improve it or con-
dition it? The Flexor Archery Training System is a kit
and program designed to use movement while you
stand on jell-filled pads to stimulate your stabilizing
muscle groups so that you can “stand still” with ease
and consistency while shooting archery. That’s one
option; I also find that in-line skating does a lot for
my balance because it takes movement to get better at
being still.

My mind is certainly dynamic when I am shoot-
ing archery. It can be too dynamic if I don’t train it to
be effective for archery. Like for my physical body I
must train my conscious thinking to stay on the task
at hand when I need it to be there. I can’t allow inter-
fering thoughts to break into my most productive
thought sequence at the critical time of arrow release.

I must practice staying “in the present” with the
process that generates a good archery shot. I must
have mental discipline at the time I need it and not
just whenever it feels like happening.

Improving Your Dynamics Of Movement
What I learn from archery when my body is “still” is
to think in the present. I learn to control my con-
scious thoughts to stay on the single stream of tasks
that generates the process that results in the release of
the arrow and to do that at the very time of the
release. Without the outward dynamics of movement
to distract me I can learn this mind control easier and
become disciplined to do it on command. 

An interesting question comes to my mind now.
If you are engaged in a sport that requires movement
(most sports do) then are you also using the “inner
dynamics of stillness” to control and improve your
movements? Are you learning how to control your
thoughts so you can train your muscles to do a specif-
ic action and focus your conscious mind on the pre-
sent task at hand?

I was always in awe of my high school students
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who played sports. They could dribble a soccer ball or
basketball, throw and catch a baseball or softball, hit
golf balls with some degree of accuracy, take down an
opposing wrestler and block and tackle on the football
field. My fellow teachers were their coaches and they
coached these kids in their movement skills every day
and helped them perform as a team like the proverbial
well-oiled machine.

My thought is this, why are we not using archery
and the dynamics of stillness that it requires to teach
our young athletes (or any athlete) how to move bet-
ter? If they learn this “dynamics of stillness” thing,
that is body awareness, then they will be better able to
control their internal dynamics and conscious think-
ing. This in turn will enhance their ability to move in
their respective sport actions with superior physical
and mental control. 

If a football lineman is thinking about how hard
he is going to hit the guy across from him he is not
thinking in the present. He is not thinking about how
he needs to position his body properly in order to
generate a strong launch out of his stance and as a
result of his future thinking about his opponent his
stance will be improper, his launch will be poorly exe-
cuted and he’ll get knocked on his butt. What he

could have learned from “being still” has now affected
his movement – he didn’t attend to complete body
and mind development and the effects are apparent in
his poor performance of motion.

The Ancient Applies to the Present and Future
So, the ancient art of archery with its dependence on
stillness teaches us much about how to move. It
demands that we build the skills of body awareness,
balance, internal force transfer and, most of all, men-
tal control. My experience with this sport over the
past sixty years has benefitted me greatly when I’m
faced with the many tests that life presents. First con-
trol your thinking so that you can think in the present
when necessary, think about the past when needed
and think in the future in order to plan for the pre-
sent. 

You can’t control the obstacles that other people or
conditions present to you but you can control your
action and reaction to them if you learn to control your
thoughts and engage in “present process thinking” on
demand. Your best chance of learning this skill is by
being still . . . so shoot archery and discover it.

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery!

Coming in January 2014

Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, espe-
cially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
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My name is Theresa Kowalski and I am taking an
archery class. Robbie Stouffer is my instructor. I want
to share with other young people what I have learned
about being successful at archery.

Archery Requires Discipline (Sticking to the Plan)
The First Step in the Shot is Stance Stance is the way an
archer’s feet are positioned during the shot. Stance is
also the way an archer’s knees and back are being held.
His or her back must always be as straight as possible,
with as little bend as possible. The knees must be nei-
ther bent nor locked. The knees must be at the perfect
medium at all times during the shot. In addition to the
placement of the feet, the archer must lean forward
slightly. They should put about sixty percent of the
weight on their balls of their feet and forty percent on
the heels of their feet. This keeps the archer standing
straight. Another thing that is part of stance is the
amount of balance between the two feet. The archer
must always keep the amount of pressure on both feet
equal at all times.

Everybody’s stance varies. Everyone must find his
or her own correct stance. This just depends on the
body structure of the person. If the stance used by the
archer does not match the structure of his or her body,
the entire shot is badly influenced because their body
is not properly aligned.

One way to find a stance would be to draw your
bow to your natural anchor point, which also varies
between archers, with your eyes closed. Then open
your eyes to find if your bow arm has drifted either
right, left, up, or down. If the bow has drifted, the
stance can then be adjusted to where the bow drifts

unnoticeably or not at all.
A way to be able to remember your stance is to

trace your feet at the correct stance in a notepad, on a
piece of paper, or place tape in the place you usually
stand as you practice until the placement is memo-
rized.

I can make my stance consistent by using those
ways of memorization once I find the best stance for
me. I can also check my knees before each shot to dou-
ble check their positions.

The Second Step is to Nock Your Arrow On most
bows, a knot on the string indicates the best place to
put the arrow’s nock.

There is more to this step than meets the eye. Not
only can you not shoot without an arrow, but you also
must nock every arrow the same way; the vanes must
always face the same way. Typically one vane should
face left while the other two face right, if you shoot
right-handed. The exact opposite should be used for
left-handed archers. (If you shoot a compound bow
with a release aid, this might be different.)

Nocking cannot be performed without attention;
if this occurs and the arrow is not firmly placed you
may dry-fire your bow. This can damage the bow and
will cause you to lose the points of that shot if you are
shooting a tournament. More important is the damage
done to the bow and possibly your bow arm.

I can prevent this from happening by making sure
that each and every step is monitored consciously. This
means that you are completely aware of what you are
doing. Your mind must always stay in the present
while shooting. Never think of the last arrow you shot,

A Newish Archer’s
Guide to 

Better Form
by Theresa Kowalski

Continued on the Next Page
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or go back to redo a step you have already completed.
Focus on what you are doing now. You should also
never let your mind drift to the future. Then you may
be thinking of the result of that shot or the next step.
Only the current step of the shot should be focused
on.

The Third Step is Setting Your String Hand The
proper way to hold your fingers is to form a relaxed
“three-fingered claw.” Only your index, middle, and
ring fingers should touch the string below the arrow.
Your thumb and pinky finger should stay behind your
other fingers. Looking at your hand while forming the
“claw,” it should actually look like a bear claw or a claw
that had just scratched a chalkboard with three nails.

The importance of this step is keeping the arm
aligned with the rest of the body, which leads to a
more consistent anchor point and, therefore, more
consistent shots. The anchor point is the spot on your
face where you lay your index finger after drawing.
Another important reason for setting the string hand
is the placement of the “claw” beneath the arrow. If the
placement varies, the shots will be less likely to be con-
sistent. 

I always form the claw the same way, each and

every time. I also align my hand-arm-shoulder for
every shot. I take the time to double-check my align-
ment every single shot.

To remember my alignment, I place a long mirror
in the place I normally practice.  Just prior to my draw
and while at anchor, I can glance with my eyes while
not turning my head to see if my arm is actually
straight. I can continue this practice until muscle
memory makes takes over my need of the mirror.

Setting Your Bow Hand is the Fourth Step Getting
your bow hand set is when the hand that holds the
bow is placed on the grip. This is also the time to move
your arm out of the way of the bow to prevent the
string from smacking your arm during the release.

Having a strong grip on the bow is likely to cause
torque (twisting the bow) during your release. While
looking at your hand, the bow should rest straight up
and down on the pad of your thumb. Using a pen, you
can draw a line on the back of your hand from the skin
between your index finger and thumb and end at your
wrist. The drawn line should match nearly perfectly
with the direction of your bow. Relaxing the bow hand
is a good way to prevent the bow from drastically mov-
ing one way or the other when releasing and uses less
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muscle in the arm.
The bow must be placed on the meaty part of the

hand. The four fingers (index, middle, ring, and pinky)
should not touch the bow at all when the hand is posi-
tioned correctly.

Before shooting, I make sure to wiggle all my fin-
gers so as to make sure my grip is not too tight. Or I
could place two fingers lightly on the grip, with the
other two curled into my hand off the grip, then have
my other fingers float in front of the grip. All the pres-
sure will be placed on the pad of my thumb and there
will be much less chance of
torque from squeezing the grip.

When your bow hand is set
in the proper place on the string,
you should also align your bow
elbow. Your bow arm should just
be dropped straight down to use
less energy when nocking, setting
your string hand, and setting your
bow hand. Once your fingers are
on the string, you should be able
to look down and see your elbow in a line going
straight back. You can also use a mirror to check the
line of your forearm.

Pre-Draw is the Fifth Step This is when the bow,
arrow, string, arm, and target must be perfectly
aligned. The bow should appear to split the target in
half. Similarly, the string should seem to split the
arrow in half.  Before draw, the archer should align the
arrow with the spot you must aim at to hit the middle.
This aiming point varies depending on the draw
weight of the bow and the distance between you and
the target. Completing this step well depends on how
much effort and focus I put into aligning my bow to
target and string to arrow.

Drawing The String Back Is The Sixth Step When
drawing, the string must be pulled back smoothly and
the bow elbow stay straight. If not, the bow will be out
of line. When drawing, the most pressure should be
applied to your bottom finger, your ring finger. Once
your reach your anchor, this should change.

To make sure my bow is perfectly aligned every
time, I use a mirror in practice until I have my muscle
memory trained.

Anchor is the Seventh Step And it must be consis-
tent for every shot. Your anchor is the point where the
archer brings the string to his or her face. The anchor
also depends on the string resting on your nose.
Turning your head to the left moves the string to the
left and the same for the turning right. Rotating left

also moves the arrow left and will land on the target
more towards that direction.

The anchor must be placed in the exact same place
each time with the same three-finger claw. This will
cause consistent angles. During the draw, the most
pressure should be applied to the ring finger.
Alternatively, when at anchor the most pressure
should be applied to your index finger. These focused
pressures help you focus on every detail in the shot for
the most possible consistency.

Every archer’s face is different. This means that
every archer’s anchor point
varies. Finding a good, comfort-
able anchor involves practicing
with your eyes closed. Consistent
anchor means having muscle
memory. In my opinion, finding
and keeping a consistent anchor
including having the string touch
my nose is much more difficult
than finding and keeping a good
spot to rest my index finger. For

my anchor, I must turn my head a great deal to the
right. Not everybody has to turn their head as much as
I do, but some need to turn their head even more than
I must. It all depends on the shape of the archer’s face.

The anchor can be checked the same way as the
alignment of the draw: with a mirror.

Aiming is the Eighth Step Some people may think
that after you start aiming, you do not stop for the rest
of the shot. They would be incorrect. The step of aim-
ing only occurs once. After this, you stare at the spot
while continuing the other shot. Your subconscious
mind will continue aiming for you. If your bow drifts,
purposely moving it back into place is pointless. Your
subconscious will keep the bow where it is supposed to
be.

When I do this, I can let my bow down so I do not
make a habit out of chasing the target. Instead, a habit
will be made of letting my subconscious take over aim-
ing while I consciously perform the rest of these steps.

The shot-set up, the ninth step, can also be called
loading the back. This is when the back muscles are
contracted so less energy and movement is used when
the shot is performed. This will keep the shots more
consistent and I will grow less tired because of the less
energy use.

When my back is loaded, my elbow is pushed far-
ther around toward my back, so the mirror can help
show that. Another way to tell is if I can feel my mus-

“Every archer’s face is
different. This means that
every archer’s anchor
point varies. Finding a

good, comfortable anchor
involves practicing with

your eyes closed.”

Continued on the Next Page
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cles in the right side of my back contract, then my
back is loaded. If a person watches you from behind,
they should see your scapula, or shoulder blade, appear
to pop out from your back. Somebody could take pic-
tures of your back when fully loaded so you can know
what your back should look like and how it should feel
when your back is properly set-up.

The Release is the Tenth Step It greatly determines
the angle and consistency of the groups of the arrows.
It is especially important that the feel of the release is
noted after each shot. When releasing, your hand
should end at roughly a thirty degree angle downwards
and your claw should not have changed shape.

The best way to check my release is to feel it. The
best way to form my muscle memory would be to
shoot blind bale and release with my eyes closed, and
feel my release for each shot. Then after blind baling
for a while, I should have a more consistent release
because my muscle memory should be formed. To
double check your release, line a mirror up in your nor-
mal practice area and see where your arm is and what
your draw hand looks like in the reflection.

The Eleventh Step is Followthrough/Reflect It is the
time when the archer thinks through the feel of the
shot. The archer is not supposed to focus upon the
placement or the angle of the arrow on the target. This

happens when the archer retrieves their arrows. This is
mainly to determine the feel of the release. If the shot
feels good, it may still be a bad shot or vice versa. If the
shot felt the same as the last, your group will be more
likely to be consistent.

The reflection should take place following the
three seconds that must be taken after each shot to
practice holding the bow up to prevent peeking. Before
the next arrow, I should take the time to think about
how that release felt to me and if it was the same as the
last shot, if there was a previous shot. If this was my
first, I should try to remember how it felt for the next.

All of these steps are necessary for archers who
want to have good form, which leads to good results.
To me, the most important step that I must work on
now is my release and keeping it consistent. I will
shoot blind bale frequently when I practice and pay
attention to how each shot feels in my release to
accomplish this. Another task to help me with every
step will be thinking every step through consciously in
my mind. I can say the words in my head or, if I need
to, mouth the words.  This strategy helps me make
fewer mistakes in my form but does not completely
solve all my errors. 

These strategies help me be a better archer may
help other archers achieve their goals as well.

An Archery Book Just for Kids!

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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by William Esborn

Larry Wise on
Coaching
Archery:
A Book Review

I started shooting target archery about 30 years
ago with a fellow pastor and some local community
members. They invited me to join them at a local
range. I surprised myself and them, rather I should
say stunned them. I had no idea how to measure my
ability shooting in the garage preparing for archery
season. I had simply told them I was okay. I missed
qualifying for AA my first time ever on paper. Who
knew, not me.

Not long afterwards I discovered the book Zen
and the Art of Archery and a small book on bow tun-
ing. For many years after my time on the range
became a space for meditating and personal therapy. 

In the summer of 1988 my wife and I were inter-
viewing as potential pastors for a congregation in
Central Pennsylvania when I read the name Larry
Wise in the materials we had received for preparation
prior to the meeting. “No way,” I
thought, it couldn’t be the same
Larry Wise whose book I had
read and used to tune my bow.
Sure enough it was that Larry
Wise and now for 25 years I have
been his pastor. 

There are people you meet in
life who just get you and whom
you get almost from the first
moment you meet. That is how it
has been with Larry and me. On
the one hand we are nothing
alike but in most things we are

the proverbial brothers of different mothers and think
and breathe the same air. Larry is fastidious and
methodical and wants things in nice tightly organized
plans. He wants to know where he is within the plan
at any given moment. The orderliness of being a
teacher, and particularly a math teacher, are the per-
fect expression of his skills. I would probably remem-
ber more calculus today if Larry had been my teacher.
He wouldn’t have tolerated my ability to make great
leaps across problems to land instinctually at the right
solutions. He would have made me show my work.

As I shot archery with Larry at the local sports-
man’s club I came to understand more and more
about shooting and I attended the World Archery
Center to gain my certification as a level 2 instructor
and spent a decade training young camp counselors to
properly teach archery and to insure its safe practice,

as well as running a week long
archery camp at our church
camp.

It was in those early years of
1990s that Larry and I began
discussing the methodologies of
teaching archery. We have spent
quite literally hundreds of hours
discussing archery and coaching. 

Eventually, when he finished
his years as a competitor Larry’s
focus turned to the very serious
work of coaching. He quickly
passed my certifications and kept

“It was in those early
years of 1990s that Larry
and I began discussing
the methodologies of
teaching archery. We

have spent quite literally
hundreds of hours dis-
cussing archery and

coaching.”
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extending his work and expertise from bow tuning to
coaching others in the art of archery.

The book you have in your hand now is the natur-
al progression and evolution from Larry’s skill as a com-
petitor and expert author in the dynamics of equipment
preparation to his work as a coach preparing student-
archers for the demands of maximizing their skills with
a bow and in competition and now to this work as a
coach of coaches. His love of the sport of archery has
made him a great ambassador for the sport. What bet-
ter way is there to reach the greatest number of people
than by teaching a new generation of coaches.

This book is a organized with the discipline that
Larry brings to anything he does. If you read, reread,
and take time to digest what is presented here I have
no doubt that you will grow your skills as a coach. You
will be equipped to assist your student with clear
understandings of what is critical to the execution of
the repeatable shot, and will have clear language
through which to communicate these ideas to your
students. You will learn how to build a coaching rela-
tion through the small things. You will begin coach-
ing sessions with a clear plan of what you desire to
accomplish and you will be given means by which to
assess the success of those learning goals. 

Larry’s 35 years of teaching and working with
students of broadly diverse abilities has shaped what
is now being given to you. Read it, learn it, and use it
and you and your disciples will be well served.

For 25 years I have now been Larry’s pastor. It’s
tough work but someone has to do it. Don’t worry, he
knows what I mean.

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
Coming Mid-January 2014
$24.95

“This book is a organized
with the discipline that
Larry brings to anything
he does. If you read,

reread, and take time to
digest what is presented
here I have no doubt that
you will grow your skills

as a coach.”

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis addresses
a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new per-
spectives for archery coaches of all levels.

Topics Include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and bal-
anced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effec-
tively, how compound bows mislead beginners, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much
more. More than half of the chapters in this book have never been pub-
lished in any form.

Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
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How to . . .
Teach Stringwalking

Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

We teach aiming before we teach sighting so
once beginning archers can group their shots we
teach them the “point-of-aim” system as a first aim-
ing system. If they do not want to move on to a
physical bow sight, we next teach them stringwalk-
ing. To help you help them learn this, we got per-
mission from the author of Archery Coaching How
To’s to share this chapter from that book.

� � �

How to . . . Teach Stringwalking
General Background Information Stringwalking was
invented less than a century ago, but since archery’s
history hasn’t been codified, that is debatable.
Basically stringwalking is gripping the string below
the arrow, the farther below the arrow the string is
gripped, the less far the arrow will fly (in effect the
bow is being tilted down). Target distances can be
mapped onto the bowstring quite exactly. Since only
a small range of distances is covered by these
“crawls” down the string, various anchors are used
for ranges of distances. Long distances require low
anchors while short distances require high anchors.
Some archers also switch between using the arrow
point to aim with to using other parts of the bow
(typically the sight window shelf.

The main advantage of stringwalking over other
versions of shooting off of the point is that the same
sight picture is used for most shots.

Since no shooting rules allow marks to be put
upon bow string, bow, or tab, most archers use
either the ordinary marks available on some tabs,
for example a line of stitches (see photos), or use a
center serving material like monofilament serving
that will allow them to count down “wraps” of serv-
ing. This is typically done by running one’s thumb-
nail down from the nock locator, counting each
click or bump along the way. Each distance that
corresponds to a shooting distance is called a
“crawl.” Some organizations allow these to be writ-
ten down, others require them to be memorized.
Beginners are urged to take notes so as to minimize
mistakes. If their crawls need to be memorized, they
can do that later.

Stringwalking is usually only seen in field
archery because target archery involves only a few
quite long distances (the exception being indoors
target archery). Field archery involves shots at many
different distances, quite a few of which are at
shorter distances.

How Do I Know My Athlete Is Ready 
to Learn Stringwalking?
This is an option for any student wanting to shoot
barebow. Stringwalking is only allowed in a few
shooting styles so check to see if your student’s
“style” is allowed in the competitions they are inter-
ested in.

AER Articles for Coaches #21
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The only preliminary skill
needed is the ability to shoot off
of the point

How to Get Started
(Stringwalking)
Basic Setup If the archer knows his “point
on target” distance (in the vernacular
“point on”) that is the best place to start.
Have her warm up until she is grouping
nicely. Then take five paces closer to the
target and have her shoot using the same
crawl (zero because of the three-fingers
under string grip). The arrow should hit
high. Then ask her to stick the tip of her
draw hand thumbnail into the string
about a quarter inch down from where
the tab is touching the arrow and then
slide her tab down until the upper edge of
the tab is lined up with the point her
thumbnail is touching the string. Then
the bow is drawn and the shot taken with
the same point of aim. The arrow should
hit lower.

If the arrow didn’t hit in target center,
if it needs to hit lower a larger crawl is in
order; if higher, a smaller crawl. Once a
crawl that works is found, the distance
and a description of the crawl are written
in the student’s notebook. The crawl is
described either as a number of wraps of
center serving or number of stitches (and
fractions thereof ) on the archer’s tab.

This process is repeated until a num-
ber of crawls are discovered.

Advanced Setup Once a number of crawls are
determined work with your archer so they can see
that the crawls are linear, for example if one stitch
crawl equates to four yards closer than the archer’s
point on, a two-stitch crawl will be eight yards, a
three stitch crawl 12 yards, etc. Since the crawls are
linear, the archer can interpolated between them,
for example, in the previous example a one-stitch
crawl was 4 yards inside of the archers point on and
a two stitch crawl was 8 yards inside her point on, a
one and a half stitch crawl (halfway between the one
stitch and two-stitch crawls) should be 6 yards
inside of their point on.

Crawls are limited to about two to three inches
down the string as drawing the string this way
detunes the bow.

Go back to your archer’s point on dis-
tance, this time walk back five paces and
shoot the same crawl (zero). This time
the arrow will hit low. It should be obvi-
ous that crawling will not solve this prob-
lem as a crawl will cause the arrow to hit
the target even lower. One can combine
other aspects of shooting off the point by
choosing to “aim off ” here. If the arrow
landed at 6 o’clock in the blue, your
archer could aim at 12 o’clock in the blue
to compensate, but soon your archer
would be off of the target so a better solu-
tion is needed.

What the archer needs is a lower
anchor. Most string walkers get by with a
high anchor (index finger in the corner of
the mouth) and a low anchor (Olympic-
style anchor) but some use other variants
(middle finger in the corner of the mouth
for very short shots, etc.). Each anchor
has it’s own “point on” target distance and
a set of crawls for distances down from
that distance.

Training (Stringwalking)
Initial Stages New anchors have to be trained in. All
are best addressed blank bale. Coaches need to give
feedback so a good start can be had.

Be aware that clickers can be used to train with,
even though they are often not allowed in competi-
tion or are just impractical (when stringwalking the
distance the arrow is drawn varies with the crawl).
New anchors are best trained in with a zero crawl.

Later Stages After some practice with a new
anchor has occurred, the archer’s point on target
distance with this anchor has to be found, along
with all of the crawls inside that “point on.” Notes
are taken so each set of crawls and their distances
can be compared.

Fine Points When a complete set of crawls (five
or so, from which the others can be figured) for

Compound, recurve, and longbow archers can use string-
walking as an aiming technique. This is typically done by
running one’s thumbnail down from the nock locator,
using stitches on the tab or serving wraps as a guide. The
tab is then slid down to that point and the shot continues
normally. Each distance that corresponds to a shooting
distance is called a “crawl.”Since no shooting rules allow
marks to be put upon bow string, bow, or tab most
archers use either the ordinary marks available on some
tabs, for example a line of stitches (see photos), or use a
center serving material like monofilament serving that
will allow them to count down “wraps” of serving. 
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both anchors is available, check to see if the two sets
of distances overlap. If they do, your archer has all
distances covered from her low anchor point on to
her high anchor biggest crawl. If there is a small gap
between the two sets of distances, then the aiming
off technique discuss prior using the high anchor no
crawl setup may fill that gap.

Advanced Training
(Stringwalking)
Archers are oriented to
target center but at farther
distances with smaller
aiming rings, the arrow
point can cover the entire
aiming dot. Consequently
string walkers have adopt-
ed a slightly different tar-
get picture. They line up
the top of the arrow point
with the bottom of the
central aiming ring creat-
ing a kind of “figure eight”
(see illustration). This cre-
ates a very fine position for
aiming. Additional rings
below the center can also
be used as alignment points as can rings above the
center but, since the curved lines go the same way,
it is harder to get an exact positioning of the arrow
point.

An Alternative to the Low Anchor Some archers
struggle with the low anchor or the low anchor
doesn’t give enough distance. In this case an option
is to “shoot off of the shelf.” This involves position-
ing the target’s central scoring ring so that it touch-
es the outside of the arrow and the top of the bow’s
arrow shelf (see illustration). This creates a great deal
more distance as it raises the bow a great deal, but it
also aims the arrow off to the right of the target (the
target center used to be right on top of the arrow
now it is to the left). This is compensated for by
either aiming off or moving the string in the
archer’s string picture quite a bit to the right (how
much so must be determined by experiment). See
the sidebar “String Picture and Windage.”

All variations must be trained in with repeti-
tion.

Potential Pitfalls (Stringwalking)
1. Available Crawls Do Not Cover Competitive Distances

Sometimes archers can’t seem to cover
all of the distances they need to shoot
with the anchors and crawls they can
master. Consequently different equipment
parameters are needed. Typically these involve
more draw weight (which gives higher arrows
speeds and more “cast” or distance) and/or
lighter arrows (which does the same).

String Picture and Windage
Most beginning archers are unaware that their
bow string can be seen at full draw through their
aiming eye. Careful positioning of the image of
the bow string against the background of the
shot can add consistency to an archer’s shot.
(Compound archers using a peep sight do not
have to bother with this as they can look
through a peep hole straight through the string.)

To help your archers explore their “string
pictures” and the effects of “string alignment,”
have them play with it using a very light draw-
ing bow at very short distances. Some archers
line up the string with their arrow point (not a
good idea if you are using the point to aim with).
Others use the inside edge of the riser, or the
outside edge, etc. What someone uses depends
on the shape of their face and the kind of anchor
they employ. A different string alignment may
be needed for each anchor. When “shooting of
the shelf ” a right-handed archer may have to
move his string in his sight picture a couple of
inches to the right.

For the most accurate aiming
possible, the top of the round
arrow point is aligned to the
bottom of the center aiming
circle, creating a figure “8”
shape. This alignment is used
on almost all shots.
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After our students have had several lessons, such
that they can group their shots at short distance, we
teach them the “point-of-aim” system as a first aiming
system. If are one of those who like shooting “barebow”
and do not want to add a physical bow sight to your
bow, we next teach you stringwalking. Stringwalking is
a technique especially useful in field archery where you
have to shoot from many different distances.

Some Background Information
Stringwalking was invented less than a century ago, or
there abouts. Basically stringwalking is gripping the
string below the arrow, the farther below the arrow the
string is gripped, the less far the arrow will fly. In effect
the bow is being tilted down. Interestingly, each spot on
a bowstring can be assigned to a specific distance to the
target, in other words, target distances can be mapped
onto the bowstring quite exactly. Since only a small
range of distances is covered by these “crawls” or walks
down the string, different anchors are used for ranges
of distances. Long distances require low anchors (see
the last issue) while shorter distance shots benefit from
high anchors. Some archers also switch between using
the arrow point to aim with to using other parts of the
bow (typically the sight window shelf.

The main advantage of stringwalking over other
versions of shooting off of the point is that the same
sight picture is used for most shots. What this means is
the arrow point is always in the same place on the tar-
get, so you don’t have to be mentally reminding your-
self that you should be lining it up with the “blue at 6
o’clock” or the “8-ring at 5:30” while you are aiming.

Since no competition rules allow marks to be put
upon your bow string, bow, or tab, most archers use
either the ordinary marks available on some tabs, for
example a line of stitches (see photos), or use a center
serving material like monofilament serving that will
allow them to count down “wraps” of serving. This is
typically done by running one’s thumbnail down from
the bottom nock locator, counting each click or bump
along the way. Each distance that corresponds to a
shooting distance is called a “crawl.” (We know, we
know, they should have called it “stringcrawling,” but
they didn’t!) Some organizations allow the crawls to
be written down, others require them to be memo-

Learning 
Stringwalking
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER

AER Articles for Archers #20

The “Target Clock” is used to describe aiming points and arrow hit
locations, too.



rized. You are urged to take notes so as to minimize
mistakes. If your crawls need to be memorized, you
can do that later.

Am I Ready Learn Stringwalking?
This is an option for any student wanting to shoot
barebow. Stringwalking is only allowed in a few
shooting styles so check to see if your “style” is
allowed in the competitions you are interested in.

The only preliminary skill needed is the ability to
shoot off of the point. Also, because you will end up
shooting arrows when your string fingers are not
touching the bottoms of your arrows, a bottom nock-
ing point needs to be installed (so the nock doesn’t
slip. If you don’t have one, ask your coach to help you.

How to Get Started 
“Walking the String”
If you know your “point on
target” distance (in the ver-
nacular “point on”) that is the
best place to start. Your “point
on” distance is the one at
which you shoot normally
with your fingers directly
under the arrow and aiming at
the target center and that’s
where the arrows land. You
should warm up at that dis-
tance until you are grouping
nicely. Then take five paces
closer to the target and shoot
using the same “zero crawl.”
The arrow should hit high.
Then on your next shot stick
the tip of your draw hand
thumbnail into the string
about a quarter inch down from where the tab is touch-
ing the arrow. Then slide your tab down until the upper
edge of the tab is lined up (exactly!) with the point your
thumbnail is touching the string. Then finish the shot
with the same point of aim. The arrow should hit lower.

If the arrow didn’t hit in target center, if it needs
to hit lower a larger crawl is in order; if the arrow was
lower than you wanted, a smaller crawl is needed.
Once a crawl that works is found, write down the dis-
tance and a description of the crawl in your notebook.
The crawl is described either as a number of wraps of
center serving or number of stitches (and fractions of
stitches) on the your tab.

Then you move five paces closer to the target and

repeat the whole process. This is repeated
until a number of crawls are discovered.

Advanced Setup Once you have learned a
number of crawls you need to know that the
crawls are linear, that is the distance line up on the
string like the numbers on a ruler. For example if a
one-stitch crawl lines up with a distance four yards
closer than your “point on,” a two-stitch crawl will be
eight yards, a three-stitch crawl 12 yards, etc. Since
the crawls are “linear,” the archer can figure between
them. For example, in the previous example a one-
stitch crawl was 4 yards inside of your point on and a
two-stitch crawl was 8 yards inside your point on, a
one and a half stitch crawl (halfway between the one
stitch and two-stitch crawls) should be 6 yards inside

of your point on.
Crawls are limited to

about two to three inches
down the string as drawing
the string this way tilts the
bow quite a bit. This makes
the limb closer to your string
hand (the bottom limb)
harder to pull and the limb
farther from your string
hand (the top limb) easier to
pull. This makes the bow
harder to shoot well.

Going Farther If you
want to learn more, go back
to your point on distance, this
time walk back five paces and
shoot the same crawl (zero).
This time the arrow will hit
low. It is hoped that you see
that crawling down the string
will not solve this problem as

a crawl will cause the arrow to hit the target even lower.
You could combine other aspects of shooting off the
point by choosing to “aim off ” here. If your arrow land-
ed at 6 o’clock in the blue, you could aim at 12 o’clock
in the blue to compensate, but soon you would be off
of the target so a better solution is needed.

What you need is a lower anchor. Most string
walkers get by with a high anchor (index finger in the
corner of the mouth) and a low anchor (Olympic-style
anchor) but some use other variants (middle finger in
the corner of the mouth for very short shots, etc.).
Each anchor has it’s own “point on” target distance and
a set of crawls for distances down from that distance.
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Continued on the Next Page

To take a “crawl” start with your tab up agains the arrow
(inset), count down the required distance (as stitches on the tab
in this case), push your thumbnail into the serving at that point
and slide the tab down to be level with the thumbnail. This must
be done very carefully as sloppiness will create much error.



Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!

Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and up-
to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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See the last issue about how to learn differ-
ent anchors.

How to Train to Stringwalk
New anchors have to be trained in. This is best done
while shooting blank bale. Get your coach to help you
get a good start by watching to make sure you are
doing it correctly. New anchors are best trained in
with a zero crawl.

Later Stages After some practice with a new
anchor has occurred, your point on target distance
with this anchor has to be found, along with all of the
crawls inside that “point on.” Take notes so you can
compare both sets of distances.

Fine Points When a complete set of crawls (five
or so, from which the others can be figured) for both
anchors is available, check to see if the two sets of dis-
tances overlap. If they do, you have all distances cov-
ered from your low anchor “point on” on down to your
high anchor with your biggest crawl. If there is a small
gap between the two sets of distances, then the aim-
ing off technique discuss prior using the high anchor
no crawl setup may fill that gap.

Advanced Training
Archers are oriented to target center but at farther
distances with smaller aiming rings, the arrow point
can cover the entire aiming dot. Consequently string
walkers have adopted a slightly different target pic-
ture. They line up the top of the arrow point with the
bottom of the central aiming ring creating a kind of

“figure eight” (see the illus-
tration). This creates a very
fine position for aiming.
Additional rings below the
center can also be used as
alignment points as can
rings above the center but,
since the curved lines go the
same way, it is harder to get
an exact positioning of the
arrow point.

An Alternative to the
Low Anchor Some archers
struggle with the low anchor
or the low anchor doesn’t
give enough distance. In this
case an option is to “shoot
off of the shelf.” This
involves positioning the tar-
get’s central scoring ring so that it touches the outside
of the arrow and the top of the bow’s arrow shelf. This
creates a great deal more distance as it raises the bow a
great deal, but it also aims the arrow off to the right of
the target (the target center used to be right on top of
the arrow now it is to the left). This is compensated for
by either aiming off or moving the string in the archer’s
string picture quite a bit to the right (how much so
must be determined by experiment). See the included
“String Picture and Windage” on page 37.

All variations must be trained in with repetition

For the most accurate aiming
possible, the top of the round
arrow point is aligned to the
bottom of the center aiming
circle, creating a figure “8”
shape. This alignment is used
on almost all shots.

http://www.amazon.com/Precision-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0736046348/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245692&sr=1-1


Also from WAF!

Available from Amazon.com and Soon from
www.ArcheryEducationResources.com

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who 

wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you .  .  . ?

An archer who has been competing for a year or so and 
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but 

never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .

Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know out-
side of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
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